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Repatriation Literature and Decolonization in Postwar JapanRepatriation Literature and Decolonization in Postwar Japan

Nicholas LambrechtNicholas Lambrecht

　　Today I will discuss “Repatriation Literature and Decolonization in Postwar Japan”. Decolonization is a very 

interesting and important issue in relation to Okinawan literature, but as Tomotsune-Tomotsune-sensei sensei ( ) ) noted my 

background is not in Okinawan literature, so as was the case for our previous classes in the workshop, I think it will be 

interesting to see how the topics I bring up today might intersect with other important themes that we are talking about 

over the course of this week. The entire program has been very interesting so far, and this is a great opportunity to discuss 

repatriation and decolonization with you, so thank you for having me today.

      Postwar Repatriation to JapanPostwar Repatriation to Japan

　　I would like to start out by reviewing the history of postwar repatriation to Japan. I am sure that most of you 

are familiar with this historical background already, but this may be helpful to those of you who do not have much 

experience discussing repatriation in English. As you know, postwar repatriation to Japan involved the mass exodus 

of almost seven million Japanese colonists and military personnel from areas that had been controlled by the Japanese 

Empire, such as the Korean Peninsula, Manchuria, parts of China, Taiwan, Sakhalin, and various areas in Southeast Asia 

and the South Seas. At the same time, former colonial subjects who had been living in the Japanese Home Islands and 

across the empire returned to newly liberated nations across Asia.

　　We usually think of these as somewhat separate movements, but they were very much part of one another, and 

these movements were controlled primarily by the Allied Powers. As Lori WattLori Watt and other historians have noted, when 

the Allies engaged in this postwar repatriation of Japanese citizens to Japan, they were very interested in performing a 

kind of “ethnic unmixing” on the Asian continent. That unmixing involved moving people to the countries where the 

Allied Powers thought they belonged. This had interesting implications for Okinawa that remain evident in the way 

repatriation is talked about today. For example, when Okinawa appears on maps produced by the Maizuru Repatriation 

Memorial Museum, it is portrayed as one of the places Japanese people were departing from in order to repatriate to 

Japan. Meanwhile, although of course there were also a large number of people repatriating into Okinawa from a variety 

of places, that sort of movement is not shown on the maps at all. That is to say, there are a lot of political nuances to the 

way that repatriation is described and remembered.

　　While keeping this in mind, what I would like to talk about in particular today is Japanese-language repatriation 

literature, because Japanese-language repatriation literature preserves otherwise forgotten aspects of the history of 

society. While on the one hand repatriation was a significant international event controlled by governments and 

bureaucracies, on the other hand a vast number of individuals were involved in the repatriation process. It is very 

important to think about how they lived this experience first-hand and then described and rethought the experience 

through the medium of literature. So some of the questions that need to be asked in relation to repatriation literature 

include: Who could write repatriation literature? Who did write it, and why? What use is it today, or what can it still do in 

the future? We can begin to think about these questions by looking at how repatriation literature has emerged, developed, 
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and changed over time. Then I will explain ways that I think the genre of repatriation literature, as well as studies of it, 

can be expanded further.

　　Before doing that, because of the workshop situation 

that we are in today, it will be useful to review some of the 

vocabulary that is necessary in order to understand postwar 

repatriation. Some general definitions are given in the chart 

on the right, but the most important point to remember here 

is that the terms overlap with one another, or do not match 

up perfectly between Japanese and English; of course, this is 

always a problem with language and translation. Usually when we are talking about hikiagehikiage ( ( ) ) in English, we use 

the term “repatriation”, but there were several kinds of repatriation that took place in the aftermath of World War II, so I 

have listed a few others here. First we have ( )), which can be translated as “deportation” or “forced 

repatriation”. The distinction being made here is that in this case repatriation is happening regardless of the agency or 

will of the individual.  ( ( )) is also often translated into English as “deportation”, but there is much more of a 

sense that it is happening because people are being driven out of their previous location, so it does not seem as organized 

right to be where you are, whereas exile implies that you have been removed from a place that you think you belong. For 

both of these ideas to be covered by the same term is quite problematic.

　　As far as terms relating to the repatriates themselves, we have hikiageshahikiagesha ( ( )), the most general term for a 

repatriate which is a metaphor or euphemism that emphasizes how those undergoing the journey have been “uprooted” 

or are “pulling up roots”. Other terms mark the distinction between civilian repatriates and demobilized or returning 

soldiers, known as fukuinhei fukuinhei ( )); today I will mainly discuss the case of civilians. And then there are very general 

terms for “returnees” such as kikanshakikansha ( ( )) and kikokusha kikokusha ( )) that can be used in a wide range of cases. 

English and that each term has its own set of connotations, particularly in terms of ideas about belonging in a particular 

place. For example, in English, many of the key terms include the etymological root patria, referring to the country or the 

nation state, and thus use of these terms can imply certain assumptions about citizenship and other types of belonging. 

 

　　

Park Yuha (Park Yuha (

)

the most important Japanese-language study on repatriation literature to this point, and in it she attempts to analyze 

“Introduction to a Theory of Repatriation Literature: What Postwar Literature Forgot” “Introduction to a Theory of Repatriation Literature: What Postwar Literature Forgot” 

( )). In English, it reads, “It has become clear that a significant number of 

writers of postwar literature in Japan dealt with the repatriate experience ( ) or took up what might be called 
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literature’ ( ).”1

　　What we can see here is that Park Yuha’s definition combines or unites two distinct elements of repatriation. 

One is the direct experience of repatriation itself, of the actual journey from the empire back to Japan, and the other 

is how people reacted psychologically to that journey after it ended. This can involve feelings such as nostalgia or 

postcolonial guilt. It is also important to point out here that Park Yuha-sensei is concerned with how not much research 

has been performed on repatriation literature in Japan. So even though today I am going to be talking about “repatriation 

literature” as a genre, she focuses more of her attention on why repatriation literature did not become an established or 

recognized genre in the early postwar period.

　　The second set of definitions of repatriation literature that I would like to refer to today come from Lori Watt, 

When Empire Comes Home: When Empire Comes Home: 

Repatriation and Reintegration in Postwar JapanRepatriation and Reintegration in Postwar Japan, she has identified four categories of “repatriate-related cultural 

products”, and she has arranged her categories so that they appear to be organized according to a decline in authenticity. 

of repatriation but used repatriates as a device”.2  We can see here that there is a sense in which Watt is interested in how 

genuine or legitimate the cultural products are. I think that this can be attributed to the fact that she is more concerned 

with a historical perspective than with literature, but we will need to return to this idea of authenticity later on when 

considering the work of writers who are not themselves repatriates.

　　Luckily for our purposes, there is something like a recognized “standard” narrative of postwar repatriation literature, 

a novel that has been called the “Ur-text of all civilian repatriation accounts” by the historian Andrew BarshayAndrew Barshay,3  so we 

The Shooting Stars Are AliveThe Shooting Stars Are Alive ( ( )) by Fujiwara Tei (Fujiwara Tei (

)

from her journey she wrote The Shooting Stars Are Alive

became a bestseller in Japan and the most well-known repatriation narrative in the early postwar. For those of you who 

are not familiar with The Shooting Stars Are Alive, I will give a brief summary of what happens in the book.

　　

the book begins at the end of the war, which is very important to remember when we think about how early repatriation 

Sonchon (Sonchon ( )) in northern Korea, but is stopped there. Tei’s husband is separated from the family once during their 

group. Such internment (internment ( )) became another common trope in repatriation literature, and it is true that it happened 

1 11 ), p. 123.

2　Lori Watt, When Empire Comes Home: Repatriation and Reintegration in Postwar Japan

3 Andrew Barshay, The Gods Left First: The Captivity and Repatriation of Japanese POWs in Northeast Asia, 1945–1956 (University of 
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to a significant minority of repatriates. The character Fujiwara Tei then remains in Sonchon with her three children 

contract major illnesses or pass away. They have very little resources in their refugee camp. Late in the summer, the 

Japanese refugees decide to try again to repatriate. They take a train part of the way, but are forced to disembark and 

on to Busan, take a repatriation ship to Hakata, and then ride a train home to Fujiwara Tei's parents in Nagano. This is 

the general outline of the work. What it describes in the greatest detail are the hardships that were faced by women and 

children during journeys of repatriation.

　　When The Shooting Stars Are Alive was published it became a multimedia sensation 

and was popular in multiple countries. Here on the right we can see the cover of a very 

early Korean-language translation of Fujiwara Tei’s book that became a bestseller in 

Korea. The Korean title (내가 넘은 삼팔선내가 넘은 삼팔선)) can be translated as The 38th Parallel That 

I Crossed. Clearly the implications of a text are changed when it is read in a different 

context, but since the story is about escape to safety across a border, I think we can 

understand why people in southern Korea might have been interested in this type of 

narrative in the early postwar. The book remained in print in Korea until the beginning of 

the Korean War.

　　I would also like to bring up the screen adaptation of The Shooting Stars Are Alive that was released by Daiei Film Daiei Film 

( )

time. (I will continue speaking as we watch the clips, since I do not think it is necessary to listen to the sound today.)

　　
underlying theme throughout this summarization of Fujiwara Tei’s book is the journey towards Japan. First we see the 

that Occupation censors would prefer, yet at the same time, we have the men being represented as soldiers. Next we see 

a group of women and children who are walking along a river, and the text overlain on the screen describes these women 

and children as victims of the militarist path chosen by Japan. The next clip I am showing is part of the journey of the 

Japanese people by themselves attempting to reach Japan.

　　Finally we see the exhausted Japanese refugees complete a dangerous crossing of a river, carrying their children 

ride and other parts of the repatriation process are never shown. At the end of this clip, we can see that the main character 

that she undertook. Yet the entire remainder of the movie is about the struggles the main character and her family face in 

Japan without her husband, who is still being held in Siberia. The climax of the movie becomes the long-awaited return 

of her husband, even though that was not part of the original narrative of The Shooting Stars Are Alive. We can see how 

〈내가〈내가 넘은넘은 삼팔선〉삼팔선〉
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　　What were those ends? Well, it’s necessary to consider how Fujiwara Tei’s narrative was repackaged to promote 

to have little or no culpability for the war. Because these women and children were not burdened with responsibility, 

they had no colonial guilt. To the extent that viewers could identify with the story of women and children who were 

repatriates, they could imagine themselves as victims of the war rather than perpetrators of it.

　　At the same time, the story of the relationship between Fujiwara Tei and her husband, the author 

)), shows us how gender was an important factor in what happened to Fujiwara Tei’s story after the war. Fujiwara 

Tei actually stopped writing soon after the publication of her bestselling book, and one of the primary reasons for this 

by complaining that he did not want to be known as “Mr. Fujiwara Tei”. It was her success that caused him to decide to 

become a writer himself. Meanwhile, Fujiwara Tei’s sons also thought that she was not giving them enough attention 

because of the time she was spending writing. The story about this that Fujiwara Tei told later involved her son Fujiwara Fujiwara 

Masahiko (Masahiko ( )

of the popular but deeply conservative tract The Dignity of the NationThe Dignity of the Nation ( ( )). Overall we can see how, on the 

one hand, Fujiwara Tei’s story was turned into a national narrative about how Japan could be viewed as a victim of the 

Second World War, and at the same time, Fujiwara Tei was forced into a certain gendered cubbyhole where she was 

unable to continue her career as a writer after this experience.

　　So we have begun with a representative case of repatriation literature written by a member of a group that was 

usually considered to be mostly blameless after the war. The children of wartime were another group that was able 

to remember repatriation without being apportioned blame. There are many writers who fall into this category, so it’s 

impossible to be exhaustive today, but let’s start by considering )

Manchuria before the war ended, so he was forced to repatriate along with his family, and then his father died during the 

Beasts Head for Beasts Head for 

HomeHome ( ( )) which was serialized in the literary magazine  ( ( )). This novel was about 

Manchuria. Abe said, “What home I had was in Manchuria, and that went away. It was not that we had to face the idea of 

defeat or that our nationalism had been betrayed somehow. We actually lost our place whole, and I felt it not just with my 

mind but through my entire body.”4

Manchuria. However, Abe also recognized that Japan’s imperial past rendered Manchuria a place that it was not ethical 

for him to be.

　　When we look at Beasts Head for Home we can read it in either Japanese or English, since an English translation 

by Richard CalichmanRichard Calichman

of Fujiwara Tei’s book; it is simply called Tei in English and it is not a completely reliable translation, but it is worth 

pointing out that translations of repatriation literature into English are becoming more frequent. But anyway, Beasts 

Head for Home The Shooting Stars Are Alive in several ways. The protagonist of Abe’s book is a Japanese 

orphan who was born in Manchuria. Meanwhile, the antihero of the story is a trickster character who once lived in Japan 

and might have a mixed ethnic background. These are the two main characters in the work. Because these characters are 

4 NHK  4 30 ). 
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expectations from the very beginning. The ending also betrays these expectations. On their way to Japan, the main 

this a story of failed repatriation.

　　The very idea of “home” is problematized by Beasts Head for Home. The protagonist was born in Manchuria and 

does not have any remaining familial ties to Japan. However, both the protagonist and the people speaking to him use the 

word kaerukaeru ( ( )), or “return”, to describe his journey to Japan. In some instances he also uses the word kaeritaikaeritai ( (

)), expressing a desire to “return home” and showing his belief that he is headed homeward. But by the end of the 

novel, he starts to wonder whether he has constantly been headed in the wrong direction. He realizes that he does not 

know anything about “Japan” aside from the factoids about famous sites and cherry blossoms that were included in his 

Manchurian textbooks. 

　　There is one other instance of failed return in this work, and it points to something that 

is often lost when we read repatriation literature. It comes at a time when the protagonist 

He discovers that these are people who attempted to reach Japan and failed, and they had left 

behind a message that says what we see at the right.   This is an instance in which, unlike the 

standard repatriation narratives like Fujiwara Tei’s that celebrated reunion with the Japanese 

nation, the author is pointing out the absence of the tens of thousands of people who were 

not able to complete the journey back to Japan and therefore never left behind records or 

novels about their repatriation experiences. There are similar points made in writings by 

returnee soldiers, but among civilians, it was generally left to children of empire to make this 

sort of point about repatriation.

　　The next author for us to consider is Kobayashi Masaru (Kobayashi Masaru ( )). As Tomotsune-sensei mentioned earlier, 

before the war ended either. Some scholars do treat Kobayashi as an author of repatriation literature despite this, and I 

agree with them. We will return to the question of the necessity of personal experience of repatriation later on, but for 

“Bridge Building” (“Bridge Building” ( )), because in this story the main character 

created by Kobayashi is, in fact, a repatriate.

　　In this work, the protagonist Asao (Asao ( ) ) is part of an underground cell that is attempting to sabotage the 

distribution of goods from Japan to Korea during the Korean War. On a sabotage mission, Asao is paired up with a 

man he immediately recognizes to be Korean. Asao, whose very name can be read as a reference to Korea, mentions to 

the Korean man that he used to live in Korea, and he becomes upset when the Korean character does not acknowledge 

that this indicates any shared connection between them or even acknowledge his own “Koreanness”. Eventually the 

characters fail in their mission to complete the sabotage of any supplies going to Korea for a variety of reasons, and 

conversation for the first (and only) time. In this conversation, Asao reveals that his father had been involved in the 

colonial administration in Korea during the colonial period and that his father had been executed by the Soviet Army at 

　 Beasts Head for Home

p. 131. 

Alas

Halfway there

All of us

died

here

with a feverish disease

Mizuura Takeshi

and four others
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the end of the war. There is a sense in which his attempts to sabotage the war materials intended for use in the Korean 

War are a way to make amends for past Japanese colonialism. At this point the Korean character points out that the idea 

present. The Korean character in “Bridge Building” repeatedly rejects the possibility of true communication between the 

Japanese side and the Korean side and his true thoughts on Asao remain opaque. But in the end, one similarity between 

the two characters is brought to light: the Korean man reveals to Asao that his father was killed by the Japanese, so both 

of the central characters in “Bridge Building” have experienced the violence of the colonial system even though they do 

not understand one another well. As a child of the empire, Kobayashi Masaru remained mindful of its legacies throughout 

his career and often wrote about these kinds of postcolonial dilemmas.

　　I would like to consider one other example of a child of empire today, Itsuki Hiroyuki (Itsuki Hiroyuki ( )). It is fairly well 

like to point out today are some instances from his very early work that do touch upon repatriation, illustrating why his 

connections to repatriation literature require further attention. In terms of our timeline, we have been talking about Abe 

　　 Look Upon the Pale HorseLook Upon the Pale Horse ( (

) ) 

today, but the main character of this story is a journalist who goes on a secret mission to the Soviet Union. He attempts 

to locate a novel written by a Jewish author whose work is being suppressed and to smuggle it out of the Soviet Union. 

during postwar repatriation. These are centered on the sounds that he remembers of people announcing that it is the day 

set aside to cremate the bodies of the dead at the repatriation camp. The journalist eventually succeeds in acquiring the 

novel, but he is unsettled by it because, as I have translated here,

There was a certain something missing that had been present in all of Mikhailovsky’s other works. 

Mikhailovsky’s works had always had a dark rift destabilizing them and giving them a feeling of emptiness. 

Because of that his novels were never stable, and it always felt like they were swaying. That was why [the 

dry nihilism of someone who had seen a world that should never be 

not present in this novel. The reason for this is later revealed: the novel is not actually a novel written by that writer but 

is part of a spy plot to cause the Soviet Union to be criticized for its treatment of minorities. The novel itself is a forgery. 

After the protagonist discovers this, the novel ends with him again remembering the burning of bodies at the repatriation 

center. Even though repatriation is not the only essential theme of Look Upon the Pale Horse, at the same time it is clear 

that Itsuki is picking up on how the structure of colonialism was being reformed and recycled in the context of the Cold 

that they were being used to promote colonialism during the imperial period. In my research I have pointed to this as 

Emphasis in original. 1 ( 年
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　　 “Summer of Lynching” (“Summer of Lynching” (

) ) 

Soviet-occupied Korea, and they enlist the help of a Soviet soldier to smuggle them into the south. But at the end of 

this story, both the Soviet soldier and the Japanese person who negotiated with the Soviet soldier are lynched by the 

repatriates because they have not been able to escape from Korea, and the repatriates end up returning to the Korean city 

they were in when the story began. In this particular case, we can see that the greatest danger involved in repatriation is 

depicted as coming from the refugees themselves. 

　　 Youths Head for the HillsYouths Head for the Hills ( ( )). You can see that the title is 

Beasts Head for Home. In this case, the work is mostly about a young, unattached 

Heibon PunchHeibon Punch ( (

)), which was a popular middlebrow men’s magazine at the time. Although repatriation is not mentioned in this work, 

what is interesting to me about it is the sense in which Itsuki is able to convey the sense of strangeness and discomfort 

that traveling through Europe entailed. In my reading, setting his story in Europe enabled Itsuki to communicate his 

experience of feeling out of place in postwar Japan by creating a setting that was just as foreign to his young Japanese 

readership, most of whom would not have had personal experience of international travel. Of course, Itsuki Hiroyuki 

did travel through Europe himself around this time. Still, changing the setting was a strategy for relaying the underlying 

feeling of not being where one belongs. Additionally, even though Youths Head for the Hills was published in a mass-

market entertainment magazine, it includes substantial discussion of the Holocaust. We won’t have time to cover that 

comparing repatriation to the Holocaust. The possibility of this sort of comparison is another question I would like to 

return to later.

 

　　First we talked about the early role of women in forming the repatriation literature genre or creating a template for 

repatriation literature. Next we talked about “children of the empire” and their role. Now I would like to turn to another 

well-known writer, Miyao Tomiko (Miyao Tomiko ( )

　　 pioneer group of pioneer group of 

settlers (settlers ( ) ) with her husband in 

Miyao wrote a four-volume cycle about 

a fictional protagonist named Ayako Ayako 

( )) whose background very closely 

matches that of Miyao Tomiko. On the 

figure I’m showing here you can see 

the four works about Ayako along with 

one that focuses upon her father, “The “The 

Memoirs of Iwago” (Memoirs of Iwago” ( )). The 

four works involving Ayako, or “Ayako-

mono”, that you can see here are Oar Oar 
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( ) Vermilion SummerVermilion Summer ( ( )) which was serialized 

in SubaruSubaru ( ( ) Spring LanternsSpring Lanterns ( ( )

Niyodogawa Niyodogawa ( )

　　There are many interesting things about the novels in this cycle, and one is the timeline of Miyao’s writing process. 

Vermilion Summer

this she wrote Spring Lanterns which returns to Ayako’s youth before going to Manchuria. It was only much later, 

actually even after the Asahi Shimbunsha (Asahi Shimbunsha ( )

Niyodogawa

at the end of Niyodogawa the main character starts looking at the journals left behind by her father. If we connect this to 

events in Miyao’s life, this represents the source material that she had used to write “The Memoirs of Iwago” back in the 

　　Another important point about the cycle is that even though the set of characters who appear remains the same, 

there are a number of inconsistencies between the narratives. On the one hand, this adds something new to the genre 

of repatriation literature, because it represents a subtle rejection of the idea that stories of repatriation are transparently 

conveying factual information or represent a perfect description of how repatriation must have been. This lack of clarity 

point to the possibility that the perspective and memories of the writer may have been shifting over time. That is, Miyao 

Tomiko’s ideas about repatriation when looking back at it while writing Niyodogawa

from her ideas about repatriation at the time she was writing Vermilion Summer

　　
works like Vermilion Summer and Niyodogawa altered earlier understandings of repatriation literature. Miyao Tomiko’s 

Vermilion Summer The Shooting Stars Are Alive insofar as it opens with a detailed discussion 

of the colonization process that removed the previous residents of Manchuria from their land. Further, in Vermilion 

Summer we see the entire journey of the main character from Japan to Manchuria and then back to Japan, whereas in 

are exposed to some of the wrongs of colonialism that took place during the war. Moving forward in time to Niyodogawa, 

the postwar experiences of repatriates. In particular this allows Miyao to underscore discrimination against returnees. 

This discrimination was particularly intense for women, whose hygiene and sexual “purity” was often questioned once 

they returned to Japan. In Niyodogawa

while they are hidden in The Shooting Stars Are Alive because the husband remains absent through the end of that novel.

　　Niyodogawa

of the repatriation experience. Miyao Tomiko often said that what originally prompted her to start writing novels was 

her thought that she wanted to leave behind a record of her experiences in Manchuria. However, as you can see in my 

translation here from an interview of Miyao performed by Shimaoka Shin (Shimaoka Shin ( )), she also said,

I did not want to write Vermilion Summer

publish it, I think. But at some point that turned into 20.… No, no, it became just unbearable work, so at that 

point I wrote it out of a sense of duty…. I have begun to think it is the worst of all my novels.

4
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Her point is that she was forced to relive the experience through the writing of it. It was very traumatic for her, but at the 

same time she felt a responsibility to convey the story of repatriation to a new generation of readers. She was not sure 

she would be able to complete Vermilion Summer, and then there was another long delay before she wrote Niyodogawa 

Spring Lanterns

to avoid writing about the postwar; she said she wasn’t sure she could summon up the courage to write about it. When 

she did write about repatriation, Miyao Tomiko presented us with a new pattern for writing about the repatriation 

experiences of women, one in which all participants in the imperial project retained at least some responsibility rather 

than being portrayed solely as victims of the policies of the Japanese Empire, and in which the story of repatriation did 

not simply end at the moment when repatriates arrived back in Japan.

　　What I would like to do now that we have discussed some of these more standard narratives of repatriation literature 

is to move on to a few that are less standard. This will help us determine what the requirements might be for something 

to be considered repatriation literature. The first “unusual” case that I would like to think about is the work of the 

zainichi (Japanese-resident) Korean writer Ri Kaisei (Ri Kaisei ( )), also known as Lee HoesungLee Hoesung. Ri Kaisei breaks some of 

the assumptions of repatriation literature because although he returned to Japan after the war he is not Japanese. Still, in 

works about repatriation he has often called what happened to him after the war hikiage. I would like to talk about a few 

of these works now.

　　If we consider the history of Ri Kaisei’s family, you can see that there is 

a path from “patriation”, to repatriation, and finally on to “depatriation” that 

characterizes the relationship of his family with the Japanese state. Ri Kaisei’s 

father was from northern Korea, his mother was from southern Korea, and they 

the southern part of the island of Sakhalin. This was the northernmost part of 

Japan’s overseas territories (overseas territories ( )

subjects of the Japanese Empire at the time of the annexation of Korea, and then 

they became colonists themselves in Karafuto. Next, during the war period, the 

Japanese territory of Karafuto became Karafuto Prefecture (Karafuto Prefecture ( )), which was considered administratively to be a part 

of the mainland (mainland ( )

was before it, Karafuto was being incorporated into the Japanese state. To study the contrast between the changing status 

of Karafuto and the status of Okinawa would be quite interesting in this context.

　　Karafuto was taken by the Soviet Union at the end of World War II in an assault that continued well after Japan's 

surrender. Later on, the Japanese settlers in Karafuto were returned to Japan through a process of repatriation that 

generally mirrored the repatriation taking place elsewhere in the empire. However, the Korean people who were in 

Karafuto at the time were not allowed to repatriate, either to Japan or to Korea. In the end, Ri Kaisei’s family was among 

the very few families that were able to use their connections to move from Karafuto back to Japan. It was the original 

intention of Ri Kaisei’s father to move through Japan and repatriate all the way back to Korea, but the family remained 

in Japan after they learned that the postwar division of Korea meant they would be unable to return to the father’s 

original home in northern Korea. Finally, the Ri family experienced depatriation at the time of the San Francisco Treaty, 

when zainichi Korean people lost the marginal Japanese nationality they had retained until that time as former imperial 

subjects. In this way they were rendered stateless several years after the war. In the present day, Ri Kaisei’s work usually, 
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and of course correctly, tends to be read as zainichi Korean literature. 

　　However, there are many characteristics that Ri Kaisei’s writing shares with repatriation literature, and I would 

“The Same Road, Again” “The Same Road, Again” 

( )

)) was awarded the prize in the criticism category in the same issue of 

. “The Same Road, Again” is a work that describes two repatriations, one from Sakhalin to Japan and the other 

from Japan to North Korea. As I am sure you are aware, around the time of this story’s publication the Red Cross was 

involved in repatriating zainichi Korean people from Japan to North Korea. These two events are looked at together in 

“The Same Road, Again”. I do not want to go too far into the details of this work, but we should recognize that the story 

emphasizes how the zainichi

zainichi

zainichi Korean community as well as a result of having lived in Sakhalin and undergone the repatriation process. These 

Road, Again”, but since the time of its release it has rarely been read as a story about repatriation. It is usually read as a 

work that describes the zainichi Korean experience.

　　 “My Sakhalin” “My Sakhalin” 

( )). This work is framed as a letter from a writer to members of his family who still live in Soviet Sakhalin. 

the ongoing effects of repatriation and colonialism during the postwar period. In addition, the fact that the writer’s 

“hometown” is in Sakhalin is emphasized in this work; aside from the ongoing links to his family, the writer calls it his 

“home island” (“home island” ( )) and his “home by birth” (“home by birth” ( )). While we tend to have clear ideas about the stances 

of various people in the zainichi

I really think that we need to be sure to include the work of authors like Ri Kaisei when we study repatriation literature. 

Thinking about the writing of a Japanese-language author who is not ethnically Japanese but still “repatriated” to Japan 

is helpful in moving us beyond stereotypical ideas of repatriation literature that only consider stories about women and 

children journeying back to Japan to be authentic or relevant.

　　From here I would like to explore one other way to think about the scope of repatriation literature, which is to 

consider whether repatriation literature is still being written today, and whether or not it can still continue to be written 

in the future. Many of the writers we have discussed so far are very advanced in age. Fujiwara Tei and Miyao Tomiko 

question as to whether the coming years will see the end of repatriation literature. This debate involves going back to 

about whether or not actually being a repatriate with direct experience of postwar repatriation is an essential requirement 

for writing repatriation literature. I think this relates closely to many of the other topics that have been brought up in 

other talks over the last two days of the workshop as well, because it is quite important to ask if it is acknowledged 
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ethnically Japanese and not a repatriate, this is also an important issue for me personally and professionally. If we say 

that ideas about repatriation are only able to be communicated by repatriates themselves, then this is problematic to my 

attempts to study and explain the genre.

　　I cannot resolve this issue by myself today, but thinking about previous analyses of this direct experience problem direct experience problem 

( )) from a variety of contexts, there is an intermediate position between direct experience and a lack of it 

about what can be gained through looking at recent novels and short stories dealing with repatriation through the lens 

of postmemorypostmemory

Marianne HirschMarianne Hirsch

In my reading, postmemory is distinguished from memory by generational distance and from history by deep 

personal connection. Postmemory is a powerful and very particular form of memory precisely because its 

connection to its object or source is mediated not through recollection but through an imaginative investment 

and creation. This is not to say that memory itself is not unmediated, but that it is more directly connected 

to the past. Postmemory characterizes the experiences of those who grow up dominated by narratives that 

preceded their birth, whose own belated stories are evacuated by the stories of the previous generation shaped 

by traumatic events that can be neither understood nor recreated. I have developed this notion in relation to 

children of Holocaust survivors, but I believe it may usefully describe other second-generation memories of 

collective or cultural traumatic events and experiences.

We can imagine that repatriation might be another of these collective or cultural traumatic events, despite the fact 

that many repatriates cannot be defined simply as blameless victims in the way we often conceive of victims of the 

Holocaust. The idea of postmemory has also been applied to Japanese cultural history to analyze how experiences of the 

atomic bomb have been handed down to new generations, and it has been used to analyze the zainichi Korean experience 

as well.

　　Today I would like to think about postmemorial repatriation literature through the work of two authors, one of them 

being Nakanishi Rei (Nakanishi Rei ( ) Tsujihara Tsujihara 

Noboru (Noboru ( )

was a novel about repatriation called Red MoonRed Moon ( ( )) that was serialized in the weekly magazine  

( )). When Kawamura Minato (Kawamura Minato ( )) wrote about Nakanishi for the book jacket of Red Moon, he described 

Nakanishi as “a late-appearing member of the ))”. “Overseas repatriation 

group” was a common phrase used to describe authors of repatriation literature decades earlier, before repatriation 

literature had achieved much recognition, by writers and critics such as Itsuki Hiroyuki and Ozaki Hotsuki (Ozaki Hotsuki ( )). 

Although Nakanishi Rei had touched upon his repatriation experience in previous essays, Red Moon was the major work 

was a young child at the time when he underwent repatriation, younger than any of the other authors we have discussed 

him after the fact.

Marianne Hirsch, Family Frames: Photography, Narrative, and Postmemory 
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at the time of the Second World War. Tsujihara has a family connection to repatriation that is most clearly described in 

stories told by his mother, who claimed she was pregnant with him at the time she traveled back to Japan. This may just 

be a fable within Tsujihara’s family, but the idea that he is connected to the repatriation experience from the very time 

of his conception is part of the background for his writing. Tsujihara’s writing is also notable because repatriation takes 

of “The Blue Flame in the Dried Leaves” (“The Blue Flame in the Dried Leaves” ( )), a story for which he won the Kawabata Yasunari Prize 

for Literature, there is a character who is in exile in Japan from Russia after the Russian Revolution. Another character 

in this story is a man of mixed ethnicity from the South Seas who is forced to undergo repatriation to Japan at the end of 

World War II, then repatriates back to the South Seas later once people in Japan have regained freedom of movement. 

There are many characters like this in Tsujihara Noboru’s writing.

　　I would like to compare how these two authors, Nakanishi and Tsujihara, deal with repatriation. I think the way 

Nakanishi structures his narrative in Red Moon is really important here. The narrative centers on a family that settles 

in Manchuria and then repatriates back to Japan, but the characters who emerge in the text always act within a known 

set of historical circumstances described by the omniscient narrator. In many other repatriation narratives, the reader 

is only granted a very limited perspective. As readers of repatriation literature, we are usually only aware of what is 

going on in the direct vicinity of the main set of characters, because the characters themselves are not aware of what is 

survive in refugee camps. In Red Moon, instead, historical truth is set in stone. Whenever something happens that seems 

Red Moon. She is described as someone who is extremely 

passionate, and her passionate decisions are what cause her family to face hardships both during the colonial period and 

later during repatriation. This could easily be compared to the structure of an epic romance, such as Gone With the WindGone With the Wind 

in American literature. I think Nakanishi Rei’s choice to write his repatriation novel in this way was one reaction to not 

having a very strong, direct recollection of his whole repatriation experience, even though he was a repatriate. It allowed 

him to make sense of his past.

　　This contrasts with how return is described in the works of Tsujihara Noboru, in which we have a limited perspective 

and observe a lack of consistency in the narratives. In Tsujihara’s work, repatriation narratives are never reducible to 

the level of transparent communication of experience. This is important when we think about how works of repatriation 

literature have tended to be used as historical documents by many historians, because in the case of something like this, 

part of the idea behind the work is not try to represent historical truth or to reduce unknowable experiences into knowable 

ones. That is to say, indeterminacy is an important part of Tsujihara’s texts. Hidden narratives are central to his writing 

Itsuki Hiroyuki’s journalist in Look Upon the Pale Horse, characters in Tsujihara’s stories are often only revealed to be 

repatriates well after they have been introduced in the text. There is one instance in Tsujihara’s novel Heart of DarknessHeart of Darkness 

( ) Joseph ConradJoseph Conrad

who seems to be Japanese goes on a tour to Tibet, but in the end it is revealed that she is a Tibetan person who has been 

Chinese government.

　　There is a significant difference between these two approaches to repatriation literature, even though both 

approaches are quite distinct from the earlier type of memorialization performed by writers like Fujiwara Tei. Neither 

Nakanishi nor Tsujihara is telling the type of narrative about shared victimhood and hardship that could easily be 
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repurposed to promote postwar nationalism. In Nakanishi’s case, his somewhat postmemorial connection to repatriation 

of repatriation but cannot access the memory of repatriation in the same way as other repatriates. Now, I do not want to 

say that the cases of Nakanishi and Tsujihara complete the story of repatriation literature, or that this is all that you can 

say about repatriation literature. We can certainly imagine one other step in which writers who do not have even this 

postmemorial connection to colonization and decolonization write about repatriation. But I think this is where I will have 

　　Finally, I will try to draw the talk to a conclusion. We can say that overall, repatriation literature has represented a 

constant undercurrent of imperial memory throughout the postwar period, even as colonial experiences were often hidden 

from public memory in postwar Japan. The publication of repatriation literature often resulted in co-option of repatriate 

narratives in service of nationalist ends, creating the legend of a homogeneous postwar Japan where all members of the 

responsibility and the need to come to terms with Japan's incomplete decolonization.

　　When we think about why there has not been more repatriation scholarship to this point, Lori Watt presents a variety 

undertaken by the Allied Powers; “competing forces of collective remembrance in Japan”; and the idea that “there were 

more compelling stories of victimization available”, which points to how the narratives surrounding the atomic bomb 

have been used over the course of postwar history. However, in my opinion, the most important explanation she presents 

in the Cold War”.   It was really at the time of the fall of the Soviet Union that research on the empire blossomed in 

is being performed, so we should also consider other forms of public commemoration.

　　
outside of literature. Much of the question here surrounds whether or not to self-identify as a repatriate. That becomes 

Ode to the StillbornOde to the Stillborn ( ( )), a sociological study of 

repatriates in the postwar by the journalist Kamitsubo Takashi (Kamitsubo Takashi ( )). Many scholars have noted the importance of this 

the repatriate boy pictured on the cover is facing us, and inside the book there are several interviewees who are clearly 

identified by name. There are also many photographs and documents that reveal the identities of certain repatriates. 

identifying information about the people who are interviewed has been cut out or censored. This makes it clear that 

might vary according to the time and circumstances of publication.

　　Another essential form of memorialization and communal memory takes place in museums. I will mention three of 

these, but if you have a chance to visit these I recommend seeing all of them for yourself. The first museum is the 

Japanese Overseas Migration MuseumJapanese Overseas Migration Museum ( ( ) of the Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA)Japan International Cooperation Agency (JICA) in 

Yokohama. This one is very interesting because it has made the choice to focus almost solely on immigration from Japan 

These suggestions are found in Watt, p. 12 and p. 204.
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to the Americas. There is almost no mention of any overseas migration to the Asian continent. Even overseas migration 

to the Americas was often understood to be part of the imperial project, but as implied by JICA’s name, the exhibits at the 

imperial aspects of overseas migration are almost entirely hidden at this museum. 

　　In contrast, I think in very recent years we have 

experienced another shift to re-expose and celebrate 

the history of repatriation. What you can see in my 

photograph here is an example from the town of 

repatriation port after the war and is now the location of 

the Maizuru Repatriation Memorial Museum (Maizuru Repatriation Memorial Museum (

)). At the exit from a JR train station there, they 

have installed a reproduction of the sort of bridge people 

on repatriation ships. This is a form of municipal promotion of the museum and the memory of repatriation for tourist 

purposes, inviting visitors to imagine themselves as repatriates. Meanwhile, images that accompany the repatriation 

exhibits at the museum picture children jumping for joy at learning about the history of repatriation. Posters there note 

with pride that the museum’s collection of documents about repatriation has now been added to the UNESCO Memory UNESCO Memory 

of the World Registerof the World Register.

　　Finally, certain museums have managed to be very successful at providing a balanced perspective on the history of 

both imperialism and repatriation. One exceptional case is the Manchuria/Mongolia Settlement Memorial Peace Museum Manchuria/Mongolia Settlement Memorial Peace Museum 

( ) ) in Nagano Prefecture, about two hours by bus from Nagoya in a very rural part of Nagano. You 

may be aware that Nagano was the prefecture that sent the most colonists to Manchuria. This museum does an excellent 

job at revealing both sides of the of the colonial process: both the motivations and experiences of the colonists, and the 

individual testimonials of repatriates who wrote about their experiences in Manchuria and repatriating from Manchuria. 

In some sense these are historical documents, but this arrangement in the hall also reveals, in a way that is very easy to 

understand, the idea that each individual who underwent these processes has a unique personal narrative to convey. The 

Manchuria/Mongolia Settlement Memorial Peace Museum is also notable for the active ties it maintains with locations 

the result of grassroots commemoration in a rural area, but that is a topic for another day. I highly recommend going to 

this museum for a balanced account of repatriation if you have the opportunity, since when we reconsider repatriation 

　　That brings me to the end of my talk. I have only been able to tell you about one part of the story of repatriation 

literature today, and repatriation literature is just one part of the ongoing story of Japan’s decolonization, so I will leave 

Sakaguchi Sakaguchi 

Ango (Ango ( )) story “The Returnee” (“The Returnee” ( )), a three-paragraph story that was recently rediscovered by a professor at 

Osaka University, )). Since I consider this piece to be repatriation literature, it is the shortest work 

of repatriation literature of which I am aware. We could not perform any detailed close readings of repatriation literature 
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texts in such a short time today, but if I have piqued your interest in repatriation literature, I would suggest looking at 

sensei now, but 

I do hope that some of the ideas about postcolonial literature discussed today can help us better interpret literature from 

Okinawa over the remainder of the week. It’s clear that although many former colonists in “mainland Japan” possess a 

of reviewing a variety of imperial, colonial, and postcolonial experiences contributes to our understanding of Japan 

empire and state power. 

　　Thank you again to the organizers for the opportunity to participate in this excellent workshop.
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沖縄とポスト植民地主義文学
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東京外国語大学 国際日本研究センター主催
　講演会＆ワークショップ

　
沖
縄
と
ポ
ス
ト
植
民
地
主
義
文
学

 
―
―

崎
山
多
美
と
〈
シ
マ
コ
ト
バ
〉
と
い
う
バ
ク
ダ
ン

＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊　＊　1月 26 日　＊　＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊
  10:10 ～ 11:40　中野敏男（東京外国語大学名誉教授）
  　　　「継続する植民地主義と沖縄Ⅰ」
  12:40 ～ 14:10　中野敏男（東京外国語大学名誉教授）
  　　　「継続する植民地主義と沖縄Ⅱ」
  14:20 ～ 15:50　大城貞俊（作家、元琉球大学教授）
  　　　「沖縄戦後小説史１　四人の芥川賞作家と沖縄文学の特質」
  16:00 ～ 17:30　大城貞俊（作家、元琉球大学教授）
  　　　「沖縄戦後小説史２　多様な文学・多様な作家たち」
＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊　＊　1月 27 日　＊　＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊

  10:10 ～ 11:40　中村隆之（早稲田大学）
  　　　「崎山多美のシマ文学への誘い：沖縄／カリブ海仏領との比較文学的視座からⅠ」
  12:40 ～ 14:10　中村隆之（早稲田大学）
  　　　「崎山多美のシマ文学への誘い：沖縄／カリブ海仏領との比較文学的視座からⅡ」
  14:20 ～ 15:50　ニコラス・ランブレクト（大阪大学）
  　　　「引揚げ文学と戦後日本の脱植民地化」
  16:00 ～ 17:30　沖縄関連映像上映　
＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊　＊　1月 28 日　＊　＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊

  10:10 ～ 11:40　真島一郎（東京外国語大学）
  　　　「まつろわぬ声／さえぎれぬ谺－アフリカとポストコロニアル文学」
  12:40 ～ 14:10　高木佳奈（日本学術振興会特別研究員）
  　　　「ラテンアメリカにおけるポストコロニアル文学と移民」
  14:20 ～ 15:50　友常勉（東京外国語大学）
  　　　「もっと〈シマコトバ〉を――サバルタン・スタディーズと unlearn の実践Ⅰ」
  16:00 ～ 17:30　野呂香代子（ベルリン自由大学）
  　　　「慰安婦像と沖縄」
＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊　＊　1月 29 日　＊　＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊＊

  10:10 ～ 11:40 友常勉（東京外国語大学）
  　　　「もっと〈シマコトバ〉を――サバルタン・スタディーズと unlearn の実践Ⅱ」

日程：2021 年 1月 26 日（火）～ 1月 29 日（金）
ZOOMにてオンライン開催（一般公開、事前お申し込み必要）

＊プログラム＊ （敬称省略）

参加お申し込みは、info-icjs@tufs.ac.jp にて 1月 25日正午まで受け付けます。申し込まれた方に限り、1月 25
日に ZOOMリンクを送信します。
なお、この講演会&ワークショップは大学院冬季集中講義「Japan Studies 2」として開講されています。
お問い合わせ先（国際日本研究センター）Tel: 042-330-5794 E-mail: info-icjs@tufs.ac.jp

＊ワークショップ：1月 29日（金）12:40 から

「沖縄とポスト植民地主義文学――崎山多美と〈シマコトバ〉というバクダン」
 基調講演　崎山多美「『シマコトバ』と私の『小説言語』の来歴」　
 コメンテーター　中野敏男、大城貞俊、中村隆之


